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AGENDA

An overview of the Year 2021
Plans for the near future: 2022-2024
Open forum

INTRODUCTION
Our Philosophy:
A unique child : Every child is a competent learner from birth who can be capable, confident and self-assured.
Positive relationships : Children learn to be strong and independent from a base of loving and secure relationships
with parents, teachers, caregivers and other children.
Enabling environment: The environment plays a key role in supporting and extending children’s development and
learning.
Learning and Development: Children learn and develop in diﬀerent ways and at diﬀerent rates. All areas of learning
and development are equally important and interconnected.
Our Mission Statement: Bright Beginnings Preparatory recognises that each child is an individual, that all
children are creative, that all children need to succeed. We therefore respect their individual needs and foster a
caring and creative environment; emphasising the social, emotional, physical, intellectual and moral development
of a child.
Our Vision: To develop learners with creative and active minds. To ensure the development of each child: socially,
emotionally, physically, intellectually and morally.
Motto: Play, Learn & Grow Together.

OVERVIEW OF 2021: THE GOOD
Relocation to the Bofa Location: our purpose built centre.
Increase in number of students: our current population is 147
Improvement of infrastructure: kitchen, playgroup class, dining areas
Ground Breaking of the Senior Classrooms
Ground breaking of the playground.
Positive reviews from Ministry of Health: 85% score.
Acquisition of a new van.
Successful shift to the Digital Diary (Phase One): Teaching and Learning WhatsApp groups whose aim is to
enhance interaction between parents and teachers.

OVERVIEW OF 2021: THE LESSONS
Administration(Accounting): We are introducing a school management system that will automatically
invoice and receipt in order to ensure a seamless process. An admission number will be sent to you that
will be used as the account number. You will then automatically get your receipt.
Administration(Communication): We intend to shift to a purely online mode of communication. So far
we are sending report cards and receipts via email. We have now sorted out the issues we were facing
with our Telkom line. We intend to also include a third option with another service provider to act as an
alternative contact in the event the office line is not available. Apologies for any inconvenience caused.
A comprehensive Parents Handbook will be sent to you in our next Parents Cafe to help you understand
our policies and help shed light on some of our policies. This will shed light on some of the grey areas
that are causing a slight dissonance thereby affecting our relationships. We shall also include a FAQ
page on our website to help answer some questions on the day-to-day running of our school.

2022-2024 PLANS
2022: Phase 2 of the Playground: Football Pitch, Running Track & Fencing.
2022: Acquisition of a new bus.
2022: Establishment of a Music Program in Partnership with a service Provider.
2022: Complete Registration of the School to full registration status.
2022: Completion of the Senior Primary Classes.
2023: Complete migration to a digital diary app: downloadable on google play store
2022-2023: Phase 1 of the Junior Secondary Classrooms.
2022-2023: Phase 1 of the STEM centre: Acquisition of equipment and Basic Training.
2023: Phase 3 of the Playground: BasketBall Court/Tennis Court.
2023-2024: Phase 2 of the Junior Secondary Classrooms.

WHAT TO EXPECT

Tuition Fee and Transport Fee Increment: Year 2023
A more strict policy on fee payment will be enforced starting 2023: Fee
Collection will be outsourced for efficiency and adherence.

TEACHING AND LEARNING
Survey to be sent via email: responses can be anonymous. This will give us an opportunity to know which
areas we can improve on as we proceed to the subsequent terms
Parent Cafes will cover more topics on child development and teaching and learning methodologies to
help both the parent and teacher navigate this CBC curriculum and other aspects of the child’s wellbeing.
The Discipline Policy will be shared at the beginning of the new academic year as it is currently being
piloted by the teachers. However, we can happily report that the discipline cases have reduced and we
hope to work on better strategies to ensure we can even do better as we progress.
It is important that you interact with your child’s teacher to discuss their teaching and learning journey.
Book club for the primary section has also seen some tremendous improvement and we intend to ensure
it is enforced even more in the coming year.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Slow but steady transition into digital learning in order to be able to keep up
with the outside world. We envision a world where by 2025, learners will be
carrying laptops to school and using them as their teaching and learning tools.
This means that we need to begin preparing for this monumental shift and
think through its implication on the learners ecosystem. There will also be a
cost implication on your end.
Increase in parental involvement in the child’s learning journey. We hope to
introduce parent sessions like career day, etc once we get the green light from
the ministry that will see parents come into the school more often to engage the
learners and teachers.

PARENTS ADVISORY BOARD
The parent advisory board will sit with management to address
upcoming issues including discipline, teaching and learning,
administration within a limited (advisory) scope. It will also give parents
a peer representative who they can talk to in case of any issue.
Nominate a parent from each class to act as a parent representative to sit
on the board. We can conduct the elections in the next class meeting
which will be in person.

